
Computer science

What will you learn?

Paper 1: Computer systems. Written examination 
lasting 1 hour 30 minutes. 80 marks, 50% of GCSE.  
A mix of short-answer, longer-answer questions  
as well as some extended response questions. 
Questions assess a student’s theoretical and  
technical knowledge of computer systems and  
how they work. Question are often based on  
given situations and answers may need to be  
adapted to most appropriately match the scenario. 

Paper 2: Computational thinking, algorithms and 
programming. Written examination lasting 1 hour 30 

minutes. 80 marks, 50% of GCSE. A mix of short-
answer and longer-answer questions. Questions 
assess a student’s practical problem solving and 
computational thinking skills. Scenarios may be taken 
from a series of pre-release programming exercises. 

Project: Programming. 20 hours of work. Successful 
completion of the project will aid and develop a 
student’s ability and understanding of programming 
and computational thinking. This will enable them to 
fully understand and answer questions on both paper 
1 and 2.

Today there is barely a single aspect of our world that 
is not facilitated, monitored or controlled by 
computers. Even our thoughts and view can be shaped 
by what we see, read and do on the Internet and yet 
how many of us understand this? Computers were 
originally invented to solve problems; to make 
calculations quicker and more accurate, to help break 
codes and win wars and to assist scientists and 
mathematicians solve problems. Problem-solving and 
analysis are important skills that you will learn on the 

course and which can be applied to many different 
walks of life. This course will also help you understand 
how computers work. It will teach you to use the 
power of coding to solve problems, to collect and 
analyse data and thus produce relevant and useful 
information. It will help provide you with the tools to 
understand the online world and its impact on what 
we see and do today. Ultimately it will enable you to 
start developing and writing your own applications 
and programs, a vital skill in today’s workplace.

What do students say?
“I am really happy with my decision of doing computer 
science for one of my GCSE choices. My understanding of it 
has really expanded and I feel like I am finding the topics 
that we are doing very interesting and easy to interpret the 
information. My logic and maths skills have increased 
rapidly since I started and my general knowledge has also 
expanded. Overall I have really enjoyed the course and 
can’t wait to learn more.”

“I am very much enjoying taking this GCSE, not only 
because I am interested in coding but I also think that 

learning even a basic knowledge of computer systems 
should be an essential topic to my generation. To have the 
privilege of being able to learn these things (particularly as 
a female) is one which I am very proud of.”

“Doing computer science as a GCSE has given me the 
opportunity to expand my understanding of working with 
computers. It is also really useful thing to know in all of my 
other lessons.”

Facilities, expeditions and more...

Lessons will take place in either of our two fully 
equipped IT rooms. It is hoped that students will also 
get the opportunity to attend lectures and talks on 
computing related topics at local university and 
colleges. Students recently attended the Strachey 
lecture at Oxford University on ‘The Once and Future 
Alan Turing’. Longer term plans include visits to 
software and tech companies to see how they work 
within a modern business environment.

Who teaches it?

Mrs Lisa Stringer, the Head of Computer Science, has a degree in computer science and a 
number of professional computing qualifications, including PRINCE2, and SSADM+ and has 
worked in computing in both military and commercial environments. She has been a teacher 
for 12 years.

How is the subject taught?

You can expect a mix of theory and practical exercises. 
In Year 10, more than half of your time will be spent 
learning, developing and writing algorithms and 
programs. This will include coding in a number of 
languages both high level, such as Python and 
SmallBasic and low-level; using the Little Man 
Computer assembly language simulator. Writing 

programs is best done in a collaborative environment, 
so where appropriate, working in small groups and 
pairs is encouraged. The second year of the course will 
cover slightly more theory plus time spent on 
component 3 so that the split roughly matches the 
component worth. The programming project will also 
take place in the second year of the course.

Results gained in 2018:

GCSE computer science: 
75% at 9-7 
100% at 9-6
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